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Some ocean dynamics problems for which understanding Some ocean dynamics problems for which understanding 
of turbulence is essential (and possibly lacking)of turbulence is essential (and possibly lacking)

nonlinear nonlinear RossbyRossby waves in the upper ocean: MODE & waves in the upper ocean: MODE & 
POLYGON revisited  (sources,  interaction with circulation)POLYGON revisited  (sources,  interaction with circulation)
deep branch of the deep branch of the MOCMOC (global (global meridionalmeridional oceanic overturning oceanic overturning 
circulation):  the conveyor belt and deep western boundary circulation):  the conveyor belt and deep western boundary 
currents revisitedcurrents revisited
upper branch of the upper branch of the MOCMOC: penetration of warm waters : penetration of warm waters polewardpoleward
and the pervasive effects of the freshand the pervasive effects of the fresh--water cycle  water cycle  
global global energeticsenergetics of the of the MOCMOC under debate (basic questions: under debate (basic questions: 
where does the water circulate upward? What rules the creation where does the water circulate upward? What rules the creation 
and flow of deep water masses? What are the relative roles of and flow of deep water masses? What are the relative roles of 
mechanical (wind, tides) and buoyant (heating, freshmechanical (wind, tides) and buoyant (heating, fresh--water cycle) water cycle) 
forcing?).  forcing?).  not for consideration todaynot for consideration today



What do oceanic eddies do?What do oceanic eddies do?

they evolve as they evolve as geostrophicgeostrophic turbulence:  expanding in scale,  vertical turbulence:  expanding in scale,  vertical 
alignment (‘alignment (‘barotropizationbarotropization’=cascade to the ’=cascade to the barotropicbarotropic mode), mode), 
concentration of PV into isolated cores, and accelerating radiatconcentration of PV into isolated cores, and accelerating radiation of ion of 
waves waves 

they interact with largethey interact with large--scale PV through flow instability and wave scale PV through flow instability and wave 
radiation. radiation. 
Eddies shape (redistribute, concentrate, dilute, extend) the geEddies shape (redistribute, concentrate, dilute, extend) the general neral 
circulation, with episodic stirring and mixing of PVcirculation, with episodic stirring and mixing of PV
as nonlinear propagation of finite amplitude waves and as nonlinear propagation of finite amplitude waves and solitonssolitons, they , they 

cause systematic fluid transportcause systematic fluid transport
The ocean is forced primarily at its upper surface: eddies provThe ocean is forced primarily at its upper surface: eddies provide one ide one 

of the mechanisms of pumping energy downward, through the formof the mechanisms of pumping energy downward, through the form--
stress component of PV flux as well as in the purely stress component of PV flux as well as in the purely barotropicbarotropic
pressure field.  pressure field.  MicroscaleMicroscale turbulent mixingturbulent mixing is essential to closing the is essential to closing the 
overturning circulation and an explicit example of its key role overturning circulation and an explicit example of its key role is given is given 
here, at the end.here, at the end.
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Fluid is gravitationally free to move along isopycnal layers, 
which are covered by PV contours, which approximate  circulation
pathways:  ventilation, subduction with PV stirring resetting the
PV pathways.  At scales > eddy scale  PV ≈ f/(layer thickness)

sea surface

isopycnal
layers

fluid parcel in upper 
mixed layer, about 
to be subducted to
the geostrophic, 
interior remote from
PV generation or
diabatic thermal or 
haline forcing



Within the last 5 years we have, for Within the last 5 years we have, for 
the first time, a global observing the first time, a global observing 
system for the oceans, based on system for the oceans, based on 
satellite altimetry (later satellite altimetry (later SWOTSWOT) ) 
(currently two US satellites and (currently two US satellites and EUEU
satellites), surface drifting buoys satellites), surface drifting buoys 
and ~ 3000 subsurface drifting and ~ 3000 subsurface drifting 
ARGO floats.  ARGO floats.  
In addition,  observations with new In addition,  observations with new 
technologies are targeting special technologies are targeting special 
regions:   robotic gliders,  smart regions:   robotic gliders,  smart 
profiling moorings,  profiling moorings,  RAFOSRAFOS floats,  floats,  
articulate chemical tracers  articulate chemical tracers  
(purposefully introduced ((purposefully introduced (SFSF66, and , and 
inadvertantinadvertant (tritium, CFCs, (tritium, CFCs, 129129I))I))

circulation models, observations, lab
experiments have reached a new level
of accuracy…and actually can now 
talk to one another!



Satellite altimetry, with a repeat cycle of typically 10 days foSatellite altimetry, with a repeat cycle of typically 10 days for each satellite,  gives us synoptic (timer each satellite,  gives us synoptic (time--
resolved) observations of the ocean surface elevation, hence subresolved) observations of the ocean surface elevation, hence subsurface pressure, hence surface pressure, hence geostrophicgeostrophic
circulation.  It does circulation.  It does not not see the timesee the time--averaged pressure associated with the timeaveraged pressure associated with the time--mean circulation but mean circulation but 
this background field is more and more accurately being reconstrthis background field is more and more accurately being reconstructed.  In part the GRACE twin ucted.  In part the GRACE twin 
gravity satellites which are doing this, but there are many othegravity satellites which are doing this, but there are many other strong constraints (surface drifting r strong constraints (surface drifting 
buoys, buoys, hydrographyhydrography) being applied. Thus you do not see the great ocean gyres and j) being applied. Thus you do not see the great ocean gyres and jets of the timeets of the time--
mean. These mean fields are shown in a later slide.     Below wemean. These mean fields are shown in a later slide.     Below we see a snapshot of the global seasee a snapshot of the global sea--
surface elevation, part of an animation from 1992 to present.  Asurface elevation, part of an animation from 1992 to present.  A single satellite resolves coarsely, two single satellite resolves coarsely, two 
satellites more finely, the largesatellites more finely, the large--lengthlength--scale end of thescale end of the
energyenergy--containing eddy spectrum  The dimples and pimples march westwardcontaining eddy spectrum  The dimples and pimples march westward almost everywhere on almost everywhere on 
Earth. The only significant eastward propagation is seen in the Earth. The only significant eastward propagation is seen in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (the 
greatest of all ocean currents, in the Southern Ocean.  Even thegreatest of all ocean currents, in the Southern Ocean.  Even the eastwardeastward--flowing Gulf Stream and flowing Gulf Stream and 
KuroshioKuroshio jets fail to force much eastward phase progression (they are ‘rjets fail to force much eastward phase progression (they are ‘rivers meandering’ eastward).ivers meandering’ eastward).

Chelton et al.  2007  Geophys Res. Lett.





The longitudeThe longitude--time (‘time (‘HovmoellerHovmoeller’) plot of sea’) plot of sea--surface elevation. The westward propagation speed surface elevation. The westward propagation speed ccxx is close to is close to 
ccxx = = βλβλ22

where where λλ = C/f is the gravest = C/f is the gravest RossbyRossby deformation radius. C is the phase speed of the deformation radius. C is the phase speed of the internal gravityinternal gravity wave (without rotation, wave (without rotation, 
f=0) in the appropriate vertical mode.   The slight excess (f=0) in the appropriate vertical mode.   The slight excess (righthandrighthand panel) of panel) of ccxx above theory (flatabove theory (flat--bottom, 1bottom, 1stst baroclinicbaroclinic
mode)  led to a feeding frenzy of theoreticians, yet these are mode)  led to a feeding frenzy of theoreticians, yet these are nonlinearnonlinear waves which may be more significant.  It is true that waves which may be more significant.  It is true that 
sloping bottom topography, even of arbitrary form, stretches thesloping bottom topography, even of arbitrary form, stretches the vertical vertical eigenfuctioneigenfuction and speeds up the westward and speeds up the westward 
propagation even in linear theory (propagation even in linear theory (Rhines, Rhines, GAFDGAFD 1970).  1970).  Note howNote how λλ decreases with increasing latitude (dually: the decreases with increasing latitude (dually: the CoriolisCoriolis
frequency f decreases and the stratification weakens at higher lfrequency f decreases and the stratification weakens at higher latitude: C ~ NH where N is an atitude: C ~ NH where N is an eigenfunctioneigenfunction weighted weighted 
buoyancy frequency and H the depth.buoyancy frequency and H the depth.

In view of the slow propagation (2 to 10 km per day) it is reIn view of the slow propagation (2 to 10 km per day) it is remarkable that the westward markable that the westward propagtionpropagtion does not seem to see does not seem to see 
the mean circulation, whose surface speeds are comparable or grethe mean circulation, whose surface speeds are comparable or greater. Yet, the Doppler shift of phase speed follows the ater. Yet, the Doppler shift of phase speed follows the 
eigenfunctioneigenfunction weighted weighted advectingadvecting velocity, which is much less than the surface flow.  Nonethelesvelocity, which is much less than the surface flow.  Nonetheless it still seems remarkable, s it still seems remarkable, 
and disappoints us in our wish to use the and disappoints us in our wish to use the RossbyRossby wave propagation to diagnose the circulation (as in wave propagation to diagnose the circulation (as in helioseismologyhelioseismology…the …the 
use of solar 5use of solar 5--minute oscillations to deduce the interior solar structure).minute oscillations to deduce the interior solar structure).

The red points refer to smaller eddies, which are a bit slower tThe red points refer to smaller eddies, which are a bit slower than the linear 1han the linear 1stst mode mode wavespeedwavespeed, while the black  points , while the black  points 
are largerare larger--scale eddiesscale eddies

westward phase speed
Chelton, Samelson, Schlax, deSzoeke GRL 2007



Chelton et al.  GRL 2007

Further evidence of nonlinearity is the meridional migration of nonlinear Rossby
wave/eddies. But this is all information atthe sea surface. We need to know the 
vertical structure. Déjà vu, already in 1973, the first major seagoing exploration of the 
energy-containing eddies was carried out: the MidOcean Dynamics Experiment.
In the following slide you see the temperature and velocity structure of one (and
more eddies passing by 28N, 70W in the western subtropical N Atlantic, above
the Hatteras abyssal plane.  There we found that the wave steepness,    u/cx where u is the
horizontal current associated with the wave/eddies,  was clearly greater than unity 
with u ~ 10 to 15 cm sec-1 and cx ~ 3 to 5 cm sec-1 for a wave steepness of 2 to 5.



Vertical temperature and velocity structure:  MODEVertical temperature and velocity structure:  MODE--1973 (depth in m shown). The vertical structure is not far from 1973 (depth in m shown). The vertical structure is not far from 11stst baroclinicbaroclinic
mode, yet there is a surface expression of temperature perturbatmode, yet there is a surface expression of temperature perturbation (in SST); this would not be the case with a linear ion (in SST); this would not be the case with a linear baroclinicbaroclinic RossbyRossby
wave, and it suggests important lateral advection.  The velocitywave, and it suggests important lateral advection.  The velocity, plotted as a ‘stick diagram’ (horizontal velocity vectors laid, plotted as a ‘stick diagram’ (horizontal velocity vectors laid out along the out along the 
timetime--axis, shows the ~ 15 cm/sec  horizontal velocity of the warm antaxis, shows the ~ 15 cm/sec  horizontal velocity of the warm anticyclone. icyclone. But But at depth the velocity at first follows (lower right at depth the velocity at first follows (lower right 
panel) then drops out of phase, exhibiting a higher frequency mopanel) then drops out of phase, exhibiting a higher frequency mode.  This is characteristic of a nonlinear eddy exciting a quaside.  This is characteristic of a nonlinear eddy exciting a quasi--
barotropicbarotropic oscillation as it cruises above the thick layer of abyssal oceaoscillation as it cruises above the thick layer of abyssal ocean.  This is a mooring at 28N, 70W in 5400m deep water.n.  This is a mooring at 28N, 70W in 5400m deep water.

depth

time 



Isolated eddy simulations in a Isolated eddy simulations in a 2000x2000km2000x2000km box, 2 layer box, 2 layer ββ plane: deep radiation. Westward plane: deep radiation. Westward 
propagation speed ~ propagation speed ~ ββ ((RossbyRossby radius)radius)22 modified to fit actual upper layer thickness (as in modified to fit actual upper layer thickness (as in NofNof single single 
layer model). For eddies bigger than layer model). For eddies bigger than RossbyRossby radius deep radius deep RossbyRossby--wave radiation is strong.  wave radiation is strong.  HH11==1km1km, , 
HH22=4 km, amplitude==4 km, amplitude=0.5km0.5km L ~ 2 x L ~ 2 x RossbyRossby radius. radius. NoteNote the fast quasithe fast quasi--barotropicbarotropic oscillations excited by the oscillations excited by the 
westward drifting eddy.  westward drifting eddy.  

Chassignet & Cushman-Roisin JPO 1991



Chassignet & Cushman-Roisin, JPO 1995

Westward movement of vortices: anticyclones go faster than the linear, long-wave speed, cyclones are 
slower. Energy loss from vortex core forces fluid to seek its ‘rest latitude’,  migrating north or south 
(right panel). Both of these nonlinear tendencies are seen in Chelton et al. satellite observations.  The 
left panel does not agree with the Chelton et al. observations which did not find a polarity dependence 
of cx (but did find a dependence on length scale of the eddies). The right panel  does agree with 
observations.



Do these nonlinear upper-ocean Rossby waves/eddies transport fluid? With wave steepness, 
U/cx, exceeding unity we expect they could. In the North Atlantic MODE era drifting buoys 
from Dr. Phil Richardson of Woods Hole were seen to track eddies, both small Gulf Stream 
rings and the larger-scale Rossby waves/eddies. We do not know how ubiquitous this transport 
of fluid (as in large-amplitude solitons) occurs. However Chelton and collaborators discovered 
some subsurface drifting RAFOS float data of Dr. Curt Collins, launched a few hundred m 
below the sea surface, just west of Southern California, which reliably spun round in the
satellite tracked eddies for very long times and distances. If substantial numbers of these upper 
ocean eddies, which cover the globe,  are transporting fluid, it represents a significant, new 
form of Lagrangian-mean ocean circulation.

We can begin to resolve this issue by mapping PV, it being a dynamical tracer.  The
following slide shows PV at several levels in the upper-ocean baroclinic eddies of the OFES
Earth Simulator model  (Nakamura and Kagimoto, Dyn Atmos Ocean 2006).  PV is indeed 
encapsulated with closed contours in the stronger eddies (as it must be for these wave 
steepness values).  It does move westward.  Chelton has made preliminary videos of PV (using
an assumed vertical mode structure), and again it is seen moving in the eddy cores westward.
At these scales, eddy diameters > λ, the dominant PV is the stretching component, and thus
the assumption about vertical structure is crucial; yet it seems inevitable that the PV and
sea-surface elevation should track one another given these length-scales.



PV snapshot, OFES model (global 1/100
,  57 levels) , western N Atlantic 

25m,  500m, 3000m depths and CFC-11 at 150m (Moto Nakamura, private communication)

CFC-11PV





In the next slides we show laboratory simulations of nonlinear In the next slides we show laboratory simulations of nonlinear RossbyRossby--
wave/eddies from the wave/eddies from the GFDGFD lab at University of Washington. We towedlab at University of Washington. We towed
a circular cylinder round a polar a circular cylinder round a polar ββ--plane (North Pole at the center), generating plane (North Pole at the center), generating 
a von a von KarmanKarman vortex street wake (for large U/vortex street wake (for large U/ββaa22 where a is the cylinder where a is the cylinder 
diameter) and generating diameter) and generating RossbyRossby waves for U/ waves for U/ ββaa22 small and westward.  small and westward.  
Although this is a Although this is a barotropicbarotropic, 1, 1--layer model, the same issues of nonlinear layer model, the same issues of nonlinear 
wave steepness occur.  We see cyclones migrate wave steepness occur.  We see cyclones migrate polewardpoleward, , anticylonesanticylones
equatorwardequatorward.  We see fluid transported within the more nonlinear eddies. .  We see fluid transported within the more nonlinear eddies. 

Note that when the cylinder translates westward, the Note that when the cylinder translates westward, the cyloniccylonic side of the side of the 
wake lies wake lies equatowardequatoward of the of the anticylonesanticylones.  Remarkably, the cyclones swap .  Remarkably, the cyclones swap 
places and jump places and jump polewardpoleward. . 



Afanasyev, Rhines 
& Lindahl

Phys Fluids 2008

GFD lab simulations: barotropic β-plane,
towed cylinder produces wake of vortices/Rossby waves

velocity                    streamfunction

cylinder
translates
eastward

westward



Vorticity for eastward 
and westward
translating
cylinder. The dark, 
cyclonic vortex cores
migrate poleward
regardless of the 
direction of cylinder
motion, and thus
swap positions with
with their partner
anticyclones for
westward translation

Boundary between 
classical vortex wake
and Rossby-wave wake
occurs at
Reynolds number 
Re = 1100(U/βd2) +50

Eastward                                Westward
cylinder eastward                  westward



the laboratory polarthe laboratory polar
ββ--planeplane

(GFD lab, Univ. of Washington(GFD lab, Univ. of Washington))

stiffness alongstiffness along
the rotation axis: the rotation axis: 
2D ribbons of2D ribbons of
tracer tracer 



Optical Altimetry
images the water surface
elevation to better than 1 
micron

robotically positioned
light source and camera

laser velocimeter

test fluid

light box to illuminate
fluid from below

2.7m

note: this 2.7m height configuration
corresponds to a rotation rate of 1.9 rad sec-1

yet  a lesser height can be used at higher
rotation.  Using a mirror above and camera/light
below one can double the path length. 

We use a global
imaging method
known as optical
altimetry, in which
the parabolic upper
fluid surface acts as
a Newtonian reflecting
telescope. The dimples
on the water surface
are imaged to better 
than one micron 
(10-6m), using optical
techniques well-known
to telescope makers.
www.ocean.washington.edu/
research/gfd



In an environment with significant largeIn an environment with significant large--scale PV gradient scale PV gradient 
geostrophicgeostrophic eddies excite mean circulation in many wayseddies excite mean circulation in many ways

eddy PV transport, which expresses the rotational part of the eddy PV transport, which expresses the rotational part of the 
force of eddies on the mean state. force of eddies on the mean state. 
radiation of radiation of ββ--plumesplumes



Stratified β-plume: source flow generates an extended gyre west 
of the forcing, with instability, eddy generation and unbalanced
internal wave generation;  polar β-plane, 1 m diameter cylinder
North Pole at center, injecting fresh water onto a lower layer of
dense salt water.  Afanasyev, Rhines & Lindahl,  Phys Fluids 2008, J. Atmos.Sci 2007



The boundary current’s The boundary current’s baroclinicbaroclinic instability radiates nearinstability radiates near--inertial inertial 
waves     (waves     (AfanasyevAfanasyev, Rhines & , Rhines & LindahlLindahl, J , J AtmosAtmos SciSci 2007)2007)

time => 
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zoom of the boundary
current reconstructed
from altimetry. The
wave radiation site is
shown.





A further test of the transport of fluid by nonlinear A further test of the transport of fluid by nonlinear RossbyRossby waves is seen in typical tracks of waves is seen in typical tracks of 
drifting buoys on the surface and at great depth: here, the firsdrifting buoys on the surface and at great depth: here, the first image ever made of the t image ever made of the 
subsurface ocean’s subsurface ocean’s LagrangianLagrangian movement, by Dr. Thomas movement, by Dr. Thomas Rossby’sRossby’s SOFARSOFAR floats in MODEfloats in MODE--
1973.  At this depth there is a clear signature of westward prop1973.  At this depth there is a clear signature of westward propagation beneath the agation beneath the thermoclinethermocline
((Freeland, R & Freeland, R & RossbyRossby J.MarineJ.Marine ResRes 1975), 1975), yet fluid parcels move 200 to 500 km yet fluid parcels move 200 to 500 km meridionallymeridionally, , 
over a few months.over a few months.

drifting floats at
1500m depth
(MODE-73)



Phytoplankton growth is concentrated in the Phytoplankton growth is concentrated in the upwelledupwelled
domes of the westward propagating domes of the westward propagating RossbyRossby waves/eddieswaves/eddies

Nicholson, Emerson & Eriksen,  Limnology & Oceanography 2008

5.5 to 7 km day-1

phytoplankton
blooms…as 
seen with
Seaglider fluorescence



Mean circulation and eddy kinetic energy:  at the ocean surface Mean circulation and eddy kinetic energy:  at the ocean surface 
from satellite altimetry and drifting surface buoysfrom satellite altimetry and drifting surface buoys

Stammer, JPO 1997

Niiler-Maximencko mean surface circulation

Lumpkin, AOML



Zonal velocity, Reynolds stress and y-comp of Plumb
3D  wave activity flux near Gulf Stream: 55W longitude,  
North Atlantic: 
classic Rossby wave radiation pattern, barotropization
and jet-sharpening stresses

Nakamura & Kagimoto DAO 06   Japan Earth Simulator



Rick Lumpkin



Aiki & Richards JPO 2008

Eddy form stress…the dominant vertical momentum flux  component of eddy PV flux:  
model OFES analysis. Here the ACC (Antarctic Circumpolar Current) dominates the 
global average in which the form stress and bolus velocity contributions from
eddies cancel one another…yet regionally the  relative contributions of form stress, eddy induced
bolus velocity and layer-integrated mean velocity differ from this cancellation.



In a global assessment of ocean energy containing eddies, heIn a global assessment of ocean energy containing eddies, here using the Japan Earth re using the Japan Earth 
Simulator, yet verified by satellite altimetry and drifting surfSimulator, yet verified by satellite altimetry and drifting surface buoys, 4 slides prior to this ace buoys, 4 slides prior to this 
one,   we see the dominance of western boundary currents, their one,   we see the dominance of western boundary currents, their separtedseparted eastwardeastward--flowing flowing 
jets and the ACC.  However, the importance of eddies is measuredjets and the ACC.  However, the importance of eddies is measured more by the ratio of more by the ratio of 
eddy kinetic energy (EKE) to mean kinetic energy, seen on the needdy kinetic energy (EKE) to mean kinetic energy, seen on the next slide.  This ratioxt slide.  This ratio
as described earlier (as described earlier (R & R & SchopfSchopf J Phys J Phys OceanogrOceanogr 1991) 1991) gives a very different picture: in the gives a very different picture: in the 
‘quiet’,  low‘quiet’,  low--energy regions eddies greatly dominate the energy regions eddies greatly dominate the KEKE.  In the .  In the ref’dref’d paper we  describe paper we  describe 
the the effective effective PeclétPeclét numbernumber, the ratio of advection to eddy diffusion of these circulations, the ratio of advection to eddy diffusion of these circulations. . PePe
turns out to be only slightly larger than unity (typically 3 to turns out to be only slightly larger than unity (typically 3 to 5) in the major ocean gyres.  This 5) in the major ocean gyres.  This 
means that the ocean is very means that the ocean is very diffusive diffusive with respect to passive tracers.with respect to passive tracers.

It also means that the ocean can be diffusive with respectIt also means that the ocean can be diffusive with respect to the dynamically controlling to the dynamically controlling 
tracer, PVtracer, PV

The succeeding slides show how a key branch of the global The succeeding slides show how a key branch of the global meridionalmeridional overturning overturning 
circulation,  the Deep Western Boundary Current of the N Atlanticirculation,  the Deep Western Boundary Current of the N Atlantic Ocean, is broadened c Ocean, is broadened 
into a chain of diffusive into a chain of diffusive recirculatingrecirculating gyres by the energy containing eddies. This was gyres by the energy containing eddies. This was 
foretold by early foretold by early QGQG numerical circulation models and is now fully verified by numerical circulation models and is now fully verified by in situin situ deep deep 
floats and chemical tracers.floats and chemical tracers.



Ratio of eddy kinetic energy to mean kinetic energyRatio of eddy kinetic energy to mean kinetic energy
OFESOFES (Earth Simulator) model:  1/10(Earth Simulator) model:  1/1000 x 57 levelsx 57 levels

Nakamura & Kagimoto, Dyn Atmos Oceans 2005, Rhines & Schopp JPO 1991

Despite relative weakness of
eddies far from boundary 
currents, the ratio of  
EKE/mean KE is largest there

The effective Peclét number
UL/κ is typically 3 to 5
where κ is the Lagrangian
2-particle diffusivity of the
mesoscale: i.e., the ocean is
quite diffusive!



CFCCFC--11 enters the Labrador Sea surface, 11 enters the Labrador Sea surface, recirculatesrecirculates in the in the subpolarsubpolar
gyre, and works its way south at midgyre, and works its way south at mid--depth ~ 1500m … not in the depth ~ 1500m … not in the 
expected  narrow deep western boundary current, it is very widelexpected  narrow deep western boundary current, it is very widely y 

and smoothly distributedand smoothly distributed

Lebel et al.   Deep-Sea Res 2008; Smethie & Fine Deep-Sea Res 2000



the global conveyor iconthe global conveyor icon



graphic: Greg Holloway

a better icon for the global overturning circulation
(which is predicted by IPCC approved climate models to decline
with global warming, yet the models are challenged by high-latitude physics of
turbulent mixing, sinking, fresh-water buoyancy, ice)



Eddy-driven recirculations
Zonally‐integrated eddy height fluxes

(form stress)

Holland, Rhines & Keffer Nature 1984; Lozier & Riser 1990

streamfunction PV

top

mid

deep



PV is reshaped by the general circulation and by mesoscale eddies
R & Young, JFM 1982; Holland, R & Keffer, Nature 1984; Talley,  JPO 1988 

Below, PV plotted against latitude in the N Pacific

PV     

y

smooth
ramp is
β-effect
alone



OFESOFES (Earth Simulator) mean PV fields(Earth Simulator) mean PV fields
Nakamura & Nakamura & KagimotoKagimoto DynDyn AtmosAtmos Oceans 2006Oceans 2006

PV ramp     north-south guidewayplateau



σ0= 27.00

(600m)

σ2= 36.95

(2000 m)

Lozier (1997)

circulation (pressure)                              PV
Note recirculating deep gyre



2-year tracks of 40 RAFOS floats launched at outflow 
point of Labrador Sea water: Bower & Lozier (1500m): only 
one float followed the expected deep western boundary 
current path



Synthetic or e-floats from Orphan Knoll launch: FLAME model 1/100

resolution;   Böning, Lozier et al.

Gray:  RAFOS floats at 700 and 1500m
Red:    e-floats at 700m
Blue:   e-floats at 1500m

2 years 5 years 10 years



Transport distribution from launch site. Note how the orange cirTransport distribution from launch site. Note how the orange circles marking floats that cles marking floats that 
orginateorginate here,  have a hiatus, where the recirculation gyre here,  have a hiatus, where the recirculation gyre interuptsinterupts the continuity of the deep the continuity of the deep 
western boundary current. The greywestern boundary current. The grey--blue curves show the southward flux of floats to beblue curves show the southward flux of floats to be
carried out in the ocean interior more than the boundary currentcarried out in the ocean interior more than the boundary current

Layer:  703‐1356 m Lozier, pers. communication



CFCCFC--11 enters the Labrador Sea surface, 11 enters the Labrador Sea surface, recirculatesrecirculates in the in the subpolarsubpolar
gyre, and works its way south … not in a narrow deep western gyre, and works its way south … not in a narrow deep western 

boundary current but in a series of boundary current but in a series of recirculatingrecirculating gyres.gyres.

Lebel et al.   Deep-Sea Res 2008



CFCCFC--11 in the deepest, densest northern overflow, 11 in the deepest, densest northern overflow, 
Denmark Strait Overflow WaterDenmark Strait Overflow Water



The slides above show how eddyThe slides above show how eddy--driven gyres restructure the driven gyres restructure the 
general circulation, stirring and mixing chemical tracers as welgeneral circulation, stirring and mixing chemical tracers as well as l as 
PV. PV. 

The story continues as we visit the many branches of tThe story continues as we visit the many branches of the he 
ocean circulation:  both ocean circulation:  both mesoscalemesoscale eddies and eddies and microscalemicroscale mixing mixing 
shaping the flow and  the properties of the major water masses.shaping the flow and  the properties of the major water masses.

As in the problem of As in the problem of ββ--plane jets driven by PV stirring, the plane jets driven by PV stirring, the 
details of property mixing and energy dissipation matter!       details of property mixing and energy dissipation matter!       

((Thompson & Young   J Thompson & Young   J AtmosAtmos SciSci 2007).2007).





The high latitude eddy fieldThe high latitude eddy field

Both weak stratification (N) and strong Both weak stratification (N) and strong CoriolisCoriolis (f) push high(f) push high--
latitude eddies toward latitude eddies toward barotropicbarotropic states:  the 1states:  the 1stst--verticalvertical--mode mode 
RossbyRossby radius decreases to 5 km or less.  This in turn means radius decreases to 5 km or less.  This in turn means 
barotropicbarotropic control, and very finecontrol, and very fine--scale scale mesoscalemesoscale eddy processes.eddy processes.

In addition, In addition, microscalemicroscale mixing can set the properties of mixing can set the properties of 
water masses (density…) which greatly affect the global water masses (density…) which greatly affect the global 
overturning circulationoverturning circulation



the classic way to do subpolar oceanography (R/V Knorr, R.Pickart photo)



Courtesy of A. Bower                              σ0 = 27.5, ~800m

Float pathways from 1996-1997 launch:     NAC
(blue) and eastern boundary (red)



Aqua & Terra satellite SST  day 089 05

Cold shelf water (purple) streams 
off the Greenland shelf. Seagliders
014 and 015 are embedded in this 
jet



Seaglider inventor Charlie Eriksen with a potential customer



potential temperature along glider tracks: red=warm/blue=cold  potential temperature along glider tracks: red=warm/blue=cold  
ix2003ix2003--iv2005iv2005

--Arctic waters from Baffin Bay; Arctic waters from Baffin Bay; 
--warm warm IrmingerIrminger Sea water from boundary  Sea water from boundary  

current along w. Greenlandcurrent along w. Greenland
--thin, cold, lowthin, cold, low--salinity surface layer salinity surface layer advectedadvected
overover--top of Labrador Sea from Greenland coasttop of Labrador Sea from Greenland coast

Seaglider ribbon section viewed from NE;              Labrador Sea looking from NW



advection of low salinity surface layer off the west Greenland cadvection of low salinity surface layer off the west Greenland coast oast 
shapes both deep convection region, Labrador Sea Water productioshapes both deep convection region, Labrador Sea Water production and n and 

primary spring plankton bloom (primary spring plankton bloom (HatunHatun, , EriksenEriksen & Rhines 2007 & Rhines 2007 JPOJPO))

black contours:
Lavender ARGO
streamfunction

grey shades: altimetric
EKE

colors: depth of winter
convection  in 1968.
from Pickart et al. 2002)



Salinity

Hydrographic crossHydrographic cross--sectionssections
of an of an IrmingerIrminger RingRing

IW

WGCW

(Hatun, Rhines and Eriksen, 2008)

Temperature



Velocity

Density and velocity crossDensity and velocity cross--sectionssections
of an of an IrmingerIrminger RingRing

(Hatun, Rhines and Eriksen, 2008)

Density



SeaWiFS satellite: oceanic surface phytoplankton
2005   days 91-120



SeaWiFS satellite: oceanic surface phytoplankton
2005   days 91-120

two Seagliders patrolling the
outflowing low-salinity water
from Greenland,and its explosive
spring plankton bloom
(Hatun et al.2007, Williams et al 2008)



graphic: Greg Holloway



the detail is not just on the surface:  ocean climate is 3the detail is not just on the surface:  ocean climate is 3--dimensional dimensional 
with veins and with veins and arteriiesarteriies that wind through the deepthat wind through the deep

Iceland

Faroes

Iceland

Faroes

600

840

420-480



SeaSea--surface temperature where the warm water from the subtropics (resurface temperature where the warm water from the subtropics (red, orange) d, orange) 
enters the cold (blue, green) Nordic Seas: the imprint of enters the cold (blue, green) Nordic Seas: the imprint of mesoscalemesoscale eddies is eddies is 

everywhere. At these latitudes their length scales extended to severywhere. At these latitudes their length scales extended to smaller values, 5 to maller values, 5 to 
200 km. This image extend from Iceland to the Norwegian coast. 200 km. This image extend from Iceland to the Norwegian coast. 



Numerical models are challenged in describing where things go...but this is the 
essence of the global circulation and a modern view of the meridional
overturning circulation.  Here we see the northward penetration of marked 
particles on the density surface σ0 = 27.1 at the base of wind-driven circulation 
(~ 500m depth). Note the penetration across traditional gyre boudaries from 
subtropics to high latitude.  Nakamura et al.  DAO 2006



Crossing the Crossing the IFRIFR, glider sections follow the track of the ‘Poseidon section’ (, glider sections follow the track of the ‘Poseidon section’ (MeinckeMeincke, 1976). The polar , 1976). The polar 
front is sampled  with resolution ~ 1.5 km horizontally.  The slfront is sampled  with resolution ~ 1.5 km horizontally.  The sloping topoping top--toto--bottom Icelandbottom Iceland--FaroeFaroe front front 

balances the warm balances the warm FaroesFaroes current at the top, and devolves to a thin, ~10current at the top, and devolves to a thin, ~10--100m thick turbulent benthic 100m thick turbulent benthic 
boundary layer hugging the southern slope of the Ridge. This layboundary layer hugging the southern slope of the Ridge. This layer is generally turbulent and weller is generally turbulent and well--

mixed. mixed. 



Seagliders measure depth-averaged horizontal velocity with accuracy of about 1 cm sec-1 . They measure surface 
current during the brief (~10 min.) time at the surface. Strong baroclinic current features are present (particularly the 
Faroes Current and dense plume in the Faroese channels) yet elsewhere the velocity has a strong barotropic (depth-
independent) nature, as seen by comparing surface current with depth-averaged current.  Despite important 
baroclinity, the high-latitude oceans have strong barotropic velocity modes, which accentuate the control by bottom 
topography. Tides are well resolved by the 3 to 5 dives per day.

the glider velocity clearly resolves the barotropic tide



A remarkable image of turbulence and mixing appears in measurements of vertical velocity, in conjunction with 
hydrography and particle scattering.  This is done by comparing the pressure depth with the depth anticipated 
from glider flight performance (with known pitch angle and buoyancy). Dive 122 of SG104 in August 2007 at 
the mouth of the Faroe Bank Channel shows extreme vertical velocity in and above the dense plume (here cold, 
fresh with high oxygen content). The red and hot-pink profiles show  the resolved vertical fluid velocity on up-
and down  dives   with amplitude 5 to 10 cm sec-1, from differencing observed fall rate and fall-rate relative to 
the water (blue curves).   Note the up/down trace differences and the long duration (~30min) of some vertical 
velocity features.   The glider depth history (black) further illustrates the up/down drafts.  The smallest 
observable vertical velocity features are a few m in horizotal scale. 

time history of 
the  glider depth



Two sections between Iceland and Two sections between Iceland and FaroesFaroes (looking north), showing temperature (looking north), showing temperature 
and vertical velocity.  ‘Hot spots’ of w show up near the and vertical velocity.  ‘Hot spots’ of w show up near the FaroeFaroe--Bank Channel exit Bank Channel exit 

and above topography.  Some of these are clearly associated withand above topography.  Some of these are clearly associated with turbulent turbulent 
mixing, others with large amplitude internal waves and hydraulicmixing, others with large amplitude internal waves and hydraulic flows.flows.



ConclusionConclusion

This discussion of the energyThis discussion of the energy--containing eddies consists only of a containing eddies consists only of a 
few examples, yet the story is repeated in every corner of the few examples, yet the story is repeated in every corner of the 

oceans.  Eddies with scales of hundreds of km, which share many oceans.  Eddies with scales of hundreds of km, which share many 
properties with properties with RossbyRossby waves and topographic waves, as well as waves and topographic waves, as well as 

microscalemicroscale turbulent mixing, are essential components of the turbulent mixing, are essential components of the 
general circulation and of global climate.  Dynamical analysis ogeneral circulation and of global climate.  Dynamical analysis of the f the 
oceanic wave/turbulence/mean circulation/climate impact jigoceanic wave/turbulence/mean circulation/climate impact jig--saw saw 

(to extend an image from Michael McIntyre), is rich with new (to extend an image from Michael McIntyre), is rich with new 
possibilities, so, within this meeting,possibilities, so, within this meeting,

Help is wanted!Help is wanted!


